A digital frequency ramping method for enhancing Doppler flow imaging in Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography.
A digital frequency ramping method (DFRM) is proposed to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of Doppler flow imaging in Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (FDOCT). To examine the efficacy of DFRM for enhancing flow detection, computer simulation and tissue phantom study were conducted for phase noise reduction and flow quantification. In addition, the utility of this technique was validated in our in vivo clinical bladder imaging with endoscopic FDOCT. The Doppler flow images reconstructed by DFRM were compared with the counterparts by traditional Doppler FDOCT. The results demonstrate that DFRM enables real-time Doppler FDOCT imaging at significantly enhanced sensitivity without hardware modification, thus rendering it uniquely suitable for endoscopic subsurface blood flow imaging and diagnosis.